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Abstract
The paper aims to illustrate the economic situation as a whole, at a time when the world is recovering after an intense crisis
whose effects are still challenging the national economies. The euro zone recovered, developed countries managed to counteract
the negative impact on economy, medium levelled economies revealed spectacular development but there are still a lot of fields
struggling to regain pre crisis achievements and a lot of challenges which countries have to cope with and opportunities to take
advantage of.
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1. Introduction
After five years of crisis, the economy shows signs of recovery as a result of tighter financial conditions and well
planned restructuring schedules. The crisis highlighted weaknesses of the economies so, despite the good results at
the end of 2013, some of the previous challenges still persist. Increasing unemployment rate is one of them. The
labour demand is still at a low level and employment rate decreased and reached alarming levels, far below 2008
figures. Unfortunately, the prospects are grim, although the future period is outlined into an optimistic note. So,
efforts, changes and restrictions are still necessary and funds should be directed for labour market improvement, job
quality increasing and strong social protection systems.
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Advanced economies begin to regain position and are expected to report significant growth during next period.
Among the major economies United States managed to obtain a glorious GDP growth: 10 consecutive quarters.
Japan succeeded to implement prolific monetary and fiscal policies which lead to results comparable to ones in pre-
crisis period. In the euro area, strong growth of Germany and strengthened economies in South Europe resulted into
economic growth by the end of 2013
Developing countries will recover but their GDP growth will be, though, lower than in the pre-crisis period.
Despite the tensions and the difficulties bared, industrial sector in developing countries grew. Economy managed to
get out of recession due to increase of exports and household consumption, even though investments were low and
unemployment remained high.
Regarding various fields of activity, the agriculture accounted 30%, decreasing compared to previous years, but
the services sector accounted 45% and the industrial sector 23%, increasing versus last years.
Although the economic growth in 2013 was below expectations the prospects are for a global economic growth
lead mainly by developing economies as external demand strengthened and so the euro zone recorded growth due to
trade relations between states. But new measures must be taken in order to ensure a positive trend for the economy.
The forecast for monetary policy displays a constant interest rate and the fiscal policy seems unchanged for 2014.
2. Speculation in economy and famous crisis in history
2.1. Speculative bubbles
World current economy is dependent on speculations. A speculation defines a high risk investment in order to
gain profit. Investors rely on the fact that, under the influence of specific factors, the prices will evolve in a certain
direction. Trading goods in high quantities at prices far below their true values defines a speculative bubble.
Economic bubbles may appear in the scientific literature under various names, such as "market bubble", "price
bubble" or "balloon" and are viewed as temporary market conditions illustrating high risk trade at prices based on
assumptions concerning future developments.
Speculative bubbles do not identify with fundamental analysis of values, but with projections of future
expectations of speculators regarding price movements. The speculative bubbles well illustrate the fragility of
investor's psychology: they act driven by the desire to achieve maximum profit, they buy sensing a rising trend of
prices and they sell in panic as prices are falling. A speculative bubble grows slowly and reaches a peak when a
sudden drop in prices appears - moment known as crush or bubble burst.
Periods following crashes can be devastating for some economies, depending on their development stage and
taking into account various factors. Some examples of speculating bubbles and their consequences may be retrieved
in history by analyzing turning points as Panic of 1837, Black Friday in 1869, Great Depression in 1929, Silver
Tuesday in 1980, Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 or the Credit Crunch in 2008.
2.2. Famous crisis in history
Financial crisis can be based on various factors and may manifest differently across the nations depending on the
development stages of economies and the measures taken in order to counter the harmful effects. Large economic
crisis that affected humanity revealed weaknesses of economic systems, unsustainable growth and bad investments.
However, crisis forced economies to adapt and, so, to reshape themselves and to progress. Some of these turning
points for the world economy are described below.
The Panic of 1796–1797 started with a land speculative bubble burst in 1976 and caused a pronounced markets
decline in the United States and in Britain as a result of an uncertain economy and unstable currency. The economy
was not entirely affected, but investors involved in overseas commercial relationships did not recovered until early
1800s. This crisis revealed the impact of international trade relations on the economy and the importance of the later
implemented trade framework.
The Panic of 1819 represented the first major crisis in the United States which came as a result of massive
indebtedness of the Government in order to ensure finance for the War of 1812. It is considered by some as a failure
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of expansionary monetary policy as the expansion of bank notes, as negotiable instruments payables to the bearer on
demand, encouraged unsustainable investments.
Black Friday crush in 1869, known as Gould-Fisk scandal (involving Jay Gould and Jim Fisk), was a major crisis
based on a gold speculative bubble. The state policy was at that time to reduce the supply of paper dollars by
replacing them with currency backed by gold. The crush was initiated by two speculators who tried to corner the
gold market.
The panic of 1873 came after a long period of economic expansion and affected the United States economy for
almost seven years. Facing low monetary reserves, banks in England agreed on raising interest rates. Considering
the strong relations between Great Britain and the United States, when the New York banks were somehow forced
to raise the interest rate, the entire economy suffered as the gauge cotton price crashed. Banks went bankrupt and
unemployment rates burst.
The Panic of 1901, the first New York Stock Exchange market crash when the railway market was about to be
monopolized and J.P. Morgan opposed, the stock cornering being planned by Stillman and Rockefeller. As a result,
a holding company joined to control the Northern Pacific Railway.
The Panic of 1907- The Bankers Panic in United States is a crisis of depositor confidence in the banking system.
Banks crushed and the intervention of known and rich people, such as Morgan and Rockefeller, was necessary in
order to borrow the Government and to redress the situation.
Wall Street Crush of 1929 and the following 10-year Great Depression represented the most devastating crash in
the United Sates history. After the war America was prospering. Speculators issued optimistic signals that did not
presented any weakness of the economic system and the Dow Jones indicator was at his highest level ever since. But
all crushed on September 20 when top British investors were found guilty for fraud and the confidence in the
economic situation became week. Purchases at levels way above the real prices managed to reinstate the Dow Jones
Industrial Average but many investors decided to step out of the market and the continued loss was impressive. A
credit speculating bubble concluded with a market crush. Panic installed followed by several bankruptcies, mass
unemployment, credit contraction and other dramatic events. As a measure following the biggest crush in history,
the United States Congress instituted a separation between commercial and investment banks
1997 Asian Financial Crisis began in Thailand in July. The country was almost bankrupt and its currency
collapsed as the foreign debt was abominably high. The other countries in Asia suffered as their currencies slumped
and their private debts increased. Poverty was installed, overseas businesses weakened and, most important, the
need for improved corporate governance arose.
Partly connected to the Asian Crisis, the “Russian Flu” 1998 Crisis hit Russia as the economy was in decline,
being influenced by the Asian situation through the closed relations with Asia and the government’s expenditures
that exceeded its generated revenues. A politically crisis occurred as the president of Russia dismissed the Prime
Minister and all his cabinet. Although in crisis, Russia managed to recover quickly mainly due to oil price increase
and domestic production growth which lead to export development and import decrease.
The 2008 financial crisis is considered to be the biggest one since the Great Depression. Misleading reporting,
defective banking systems, overestimated prices and many other factors caused a massive economic downturn.
Global economic growth appeared more in emerging and developing countries such as China, Brazil, India or
Colombia rather than in developed ones.
3. Global economic outlook
The economic growth in 2013 was below expectations and weak performances were recorded while fiscal and
monetary policies represented notable challenges for countries around the world.
The developed economies encountered difficulties both on internal and external levels but an encouraging sign
comes from the euro zone which managed to emerge from the 2008 crisis.
While advanced economies had slow recovery, emergent economies such as China, managed to apply
restructuring policies able to counteract the effects of the crisis and to avoid new threats.
It is estimated that during the following year economic growth will be significant for medium level countries,
while advanced economies and underdeveloped countries will present a slow recovery. If we analyze the trend of
the top 10 developed countries in Table 1, the economy seems to be improving.
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Table 1: Top 10 Developed Countries rates
Source: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/
Regarding the monetary policy, the interest rate is going to remain constant and an upward trend will appear in
the fourth quarter of 2015. In terms of fiscal policy, the restrictions imposed until the end of 2013 will continue at
least as stringent as before.
Despite the Ukraine crisis, which weakened the trade relations, and the problems encountered currently by the
emerging markets, the European Union seems to keep the track of recovery as the prospects show that GDP will
have an upward trend both in 2014 and 2015. Although industrial and agricultural sectors suffered price declines in
the past years, a strong recovery seems to highlight in energy-exporting countries. The banking sector remains weak
and under restructuring so the financial conditions seem to tighten up and this will affect further investments. Also,
in the European Union a risk of external debt arose as some countries endure the burden of high debt levels, such as
Greece and Bulgaria. Turkey and Ukraine are vulnerable because of floating currency, low reserves and unstable
economies.
External demand strengthened during 2013 and so the euro zone recorded growth due to strong trade relations
between states. From all European countries, Cyprus and Slovenia are expected to have the lowest development
trends while Germany is prospected to record the main recovery. Also, Latvia and Lithuania - which is expected to
join the euro zone - are expected to record important economic growth.
In the last quarter of 2013 United States economy grew due to personal consumptions, exports, investments in
private sector and lower government expenditures. Almost unchanged in 2013, but with optimistic prospects for the
next two years, industrial production growth decelerates in Latin America during 2013. The region seems to
strengthen slowly but below the level from up to 2008.
Despite the 2013 growing trend, one of the most important challenges for the next years remain the
unemployment and the public debt. In Europe the unemployment rate increased from 10.5% in 2012 to 10.9% in
2013, as shown in Figure 1. Countries like Greece, Spain and Croatia have unemployment rates above 25% while, at
an opposite pole, Austria and Germany are below 5%. Romania ranks 20 in European Union.
Concerning the GDP/capita, the highest levels are retrieved in Luxembourg, Denmark and Sweden, while the
lowest levels are in Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Poland and Croatia.
In terms of national debt relative to GDP/capita, the most indebt countries are: Ireland, Portugal, Greece and Italy
(>100%) followed by Spain (90%) and Croatia (59%). The least indebt country is Estonia.
Annual GDP Growth Unemployment rate
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Australia 3.8 1.6 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.3 5.6 5.2 5.1 5.2
Canada 0.7 -2.8 3.2 2.5 1.7 6.2 8.3 8 7.5 7.3
Germany 1.1 -5.1 4.2 3 0.7 7.5 7.8 7.1 5.9 5.5
Ireland -2.1 -5.5 -0.8 1.4 0.9 6.4 12.0 13.9 14.7 14.7
Japan -1 -5.5 4.7 -0.6 1.9 4.0 5.1 5.1 4.6 4.3
Netherlands 1.8 -3.7 1.6 1 -1 3.1 3.7 4.5 4.4 5.3
New Zealand -1.9 0.9 0.2 1.1 3 4.2 6.2 6.5 6.5 6.9
Norway 0.1 -1.6 0.5 1.2 3.1 2.5 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.2
Sweden -0.6 -5 6.6 3.7 0.7 6.2 8.3 8.6 7.8 8.0
Switzerland 2.2 -1.9 3 1.9 1 2.6 3.7 3.5 2.8 3.3
United States -0.4 -3.1 2.4 1.8 2.2 5.8 9.3 9.6 8.9 8.1
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4. Unemployment
4.1. The global labour market situation- trends and challenges
The labour market remains unstable after the end of 2013 as it was affected by the failure in achieving the
projected economic growth. Considering the gap between the anticipated and the actual growth, the demand on
labour market was reserved, so, although the global employment recorded a growth, its evolution was, at a global
level, noticeably more modest than it was in 2012.
The economic recovery is, though, slow and uneven and thus the expectations are not too good, mainly because
the population is growing faster than the labour demand.
In Europe and developed countries, even if some economies recovered slowly, the growth is still not enough in
order to solve the unemployment issue. Even though there are signs for economic activity recovery and for
productivity growth, investors do not assume any high risks and, concerning the future doubtful market conditions
they avoid hiring. Among the countries in European Union, as shown in Figure 1, although the employment
conditions improved, unemployment rate was higher but it is expected to fall below 8% by the end of 2018.
Meanwhile, in other European countries a sharp deceleration was recorded, as the euro zone crisis affected them
through poor trade relations. Similar to these countries, Latin America, dependent on USA, presented deceleration
despite a job quality improvement and higher living standards.
In countries form Eat Asia, benefic restructuring policies, along with economic expansion lead to increasing
labour productivity and improved job quality. In opposition, in South Asia, as well as in North Africa, high inflation,
insufficient employment possibilities and underpaid jobs resulted in progress slowdown and economic downturn.
Figure 1: Unemployment rates between 2000 and 2013
Source: http://knoema.com/
Figure 2: Unemployment rates between 2000 and 2013 in the EURO zone
Source: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/
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Along with unemployment increasing rates, occurs an increase of the unemployment duration. Relatively long
periods of unemployment are harmful for several reasons. First of all, they delay the recovery of economy. Second,
unemployment leads to a degradation of the society. Training, professional development, the educational process, all
of these record a dangerous slowdown.
A long period of unemployment leads to professional reorientation desire. Unable to hold a job according
to professional training, unemployed people try to adjust for new different professional skills, often below their
educational level. This may cause a slowdown in progress. Leaving their jobs for which they were qualified, people
abandoned projects that might have generated future benefits and also slow down or interrupt the upward trend of
the profession development. Gradually, channeling their attention on new areas, unemployed people are moving
away from their core qualification, they leave the system and thus their training level diminishes.
High unemployment durations lead to increasing risk of work in illegal conditions, in which case
economies have a lot to lose. To compensate the lack of income, unemployed people accept to work without proper
legal papers, in questionable conditions and without benefit of social insurances, thus exposing themselves to a large
number of risks
Currently, the most affected by unemployment are the young people. As it is shown in the tables below
(Table 2 and Tabel 3), analyzing the last 6 years we can see that the unemployment among young people was bigger
than among adults, and, unfortunately, the optimistic scenario for the period between 2014 and 2015 reveals a 0.1%
decrease or, at least, a constant unemployment rate in 2014 and 2015.
Table 2: Unemployment rates among young people (<25 years)
Country 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
European Union (28 countries) 15.8 20.1 21.1 21.5 23.0 23.5
Euro area (18 countries) 15.9 20.4 21.0 20.9 23.1 24.0
United States 12.8 17.6 18.4 17.3 16.2 15.5
Japan 7.3 9.1 9.3 8.2 8.1 8.0
Norway 7.3 9.2 9.2 8.7 8.6 9.1
Sweden 20.2 25.0 24.8 22.8 23.7 23.4
United Kingdom 15.0 19.1 19.6 21.1 21.0 20.0
Romania 18.6 28.8 22.1 23.7 22.7 23.6
Spain 24.6 37.8 41.6 46.4 53.2 55.7
France 19.3 24.0 23.7 22.9 24.7 25.5
Source: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/
Table 3: Unemployment rates among adults (>25 years)
Country 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
European Union (28 countries) 6.0 7.6 8.3 8.3 9.1 9.5
Euro area (18 countries) 6.6 8.4 9.0 9.0 10.2 10.8
United States 4.6 7.9 8.2 7.6 6.8 6.1
Japan 3.7 4.27 4.7 4.2 4.0 4.0
Norway 1.7 2.2 2.7 2.4 2.3 2.6
Sweden 4.1 5.9 6.2 5.5 5.7 5.7
United Kingdom 3.9 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.7 5.6
Romania 4.4 5.4 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.9
Spain 9.8 15.9 18.0 19.4 22.7 24.0
France 6.5 7.8 8.1 8.1 8.7 9.3
Source: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/
4.2. Labour market improvement strategies
Unemployment represents a challenge for every country in the world. The crisis has brought dramatic increases
in unemployment in many economies, whether highly developed or not. Even in advanced economies, despite the
implemented policies and the economic recovery, unemployment rate increased and the duration of unemployment
as well.
Some macroeconomic measures are needed in order to reduce the deficit that occurs on the labour market, but,
currently very few funds are directed in this purpose.
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Some of the pathways to an improved market labour situation may regard aspects as production diversification,
productivity increase, trade relations enhancing and expanding and job quality increasing. States must improve
training policies and educational programs and must find a way to reintegrate unemployed people.
Because the young people continue to be the most affected by unemployment, some changes in policies should
seek incentives introducing and creation of new jobs.
Work without a legal basement should not be encouraged. Regarding this aspect, investments in strong social
protection systems should be also in the spotlight.
5. Conclusions
Throughout history humanity has faced many turning points. Based on past events analysis and on speculations,
investors always tried to achieve higher and higher profits. But not all their assumptions reflect reality.
Overvaluation combined with longing desire for enrichment has proved to be harmful for the society as speculative
bubbles burst degenerating in crashes that stroke the whole world, sinking seemingly stable economies and revealing
vulnerabilities and unsustainable systems.
The 2008 crisis appeared to be the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression back in 1929. After five years
of struggling and battles, the world economy finally managed to rebound and the prospects for the future period are
optimistic.
Advanced economies recovered and developing countries appear to sustain a growing economy trend. But
although the future seems bright, significant challenges are still ominous.
One of the biggest challenges remains the unemployment rate which, despite the growing economy trend,
remained at a very low level. The most affected are the young people, just emerged form educational systems and
unable to find a job according to their training. Because of the incertitude of the last years a specific hiring
uncertainty arose among investors, they were afraid to extend their businesses.
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